Technical Bulletin
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Lumina 3710 Series: Ultra Metallic Cast Vinyl Film
Application with Lumina Craft Tapes
For proper use of this product, please see the following pertaining to the use of Lumina® 3710
Series with Lumina® Craft and Hobby Application Tapes (Lumina 2668 and 2670 Series).
FDC Graphic Films, Inc. recommends applying Craft and Hobby Application Tapes immediately
before application to cut and weeded graphics made from the 3710 Series. Due to the air egress
liner, there is a possibility that the craft tapes may begin to lift and cause damage to the graphic
if not immediately removed.
If storing the graphic after being masked with a Lumina® Craft and Hobby Application tape, users
may store the graphic on the liner of the application tape rather than the film’s liner. To do this:
1. Cut and weed the graphic normally.
2. Apply application tape to the graphic by removing the liner and placing the tape,
adhesive side down, onto the graphic.
3. Start in the center of the graphic and use overlapping strokes to squeegee the graphic
onto the application tape.
4. Peel the tape away from the liner at a 45° angle.
5. With the graphic lifted from the film’s liner, place the tape and graphic back on to the
tape’s liner for storage.
If you need assistance, please contact FDC Customer Service at fdcfilms@fdcfilms.com or
800.634.7523 or ‘Chat With Us’ on our website, fdcfilms.com.

Note: Special instructions are provided to assist the end user in the application of this product and are
given without guarantee and do not constitute a warranty. It is the responsibility of the end user to test
and qualify any procedure prior to use to determine its suitability.
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